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Delinc-uency Prventi:,n Program NanacorE". Theories of notion:

\ Content Analycis

On* of the integral components of sound program develop-

ment consultation i3 an e:Tlicit focus upon theory (Gott-

fracson, 1982) .1 Program Tanagers should be aided by program

development specialists in articulating theoretical ratio-

nales for their programs and the various interventions that

they are attempting to implement. Dy focusinc on theory

program managers are encouraged to think rationally about

their programs, and critically assess the potential fOr any

particular intervention to affect the problem that they ,:e

attempting to address. Presumably, if an intervention is

not viewed as relevant to the identified theoretical causes

of the problems that the project seeks to address, then that

intervention would be modified r cropped. Similarly,

should the project's theory identify important causes of the

problem that the project is not addressing, additional

interventions would be designed and implemented. The hope

of such a program development effort is to focus a project

manager upon implementing interventions that are specifi-

cally targeted at the causes of the problem the program aims

to ameliorate.

1 This paper benefited from the comments of Gary D. Gott-
fredson.
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!!. S. Cook Theorjs of action

This Paper :iscusses the theories generated by procraF

managers in the School Action Effectiveness Study (SAES).

The SAES is a ileccrally tunded.evaluation of 17 school-bocce

delincuncy prevention projects. The evalyation team at

Johns Eopkins University developer ane implemented the Pro-

gram Development Evaluation (PDE) r.ethod as a tool for guid-

ing projects in the implementation, strengthening, and eval-

uation of their projects. The method is explained in detail

in other sources (Gottfredson, 1982; Cottfredson et al.,

1983)'.

As part of the PDE method, e attempted to aid program

managers in developing action theories to explain the prob-

lems that they were trying to solve by their program. Due

to the stated nurpose of the federal initiative under which
. -

the projects were funded, the primary problem to be

explained by the theories of action was delinquency.

The first part t:f my paper will discuss some ways in

which the projects' theories changed over time as documented

in the PDE plans. Part one of the paper has two purposes:

describe how tnE theories changed, and perform an initial

analysis of the success of the PDE method in elucidating and

developing program managers' theories of action. Part 2 of

the paper covers the theories of delinquency themselves.

What do non-social scientists believe about delinquency?

How do their theories differ from those suggested by social

scientists?

0
1
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Eethce

neorie!, of action

Ucinc: each ptoject's ESE clan, its theory of action was

diaqrammed. Information about the theory was derived from

statements of the problems each project was trying to

address, the goals of the project, and the explicitly.

record?d th6otetical statement. Only information contained

in the PDE plan was used for the content analysis. Informa-

tion that the project manager was unable or.umgilling to

articulate, or that the fiel6 worker in charge of one pro-

ject misinterpreted, or failed to record, is not available.

Therefore, in some cases, a project manager looking at the

constructed 'theory might not entirely agree with it, nor
. .

,might the particular field worker whp was directly involved

with the project feel that a particular constructed theory

gives full justice to the project's actual theory of action.

Nevertheless, one of the purposes of this paper is to evalu-

ate the success of the PDE method as documented in the PDE

,plans. If a theory statement or causal link; was not in the

PDE, plan, it was not included in the diagrammed theory.

To construct the theories, individual variables (causes,

events, outcomes) explicitly mentioned in the PDE plan were

extracted and the stated links between them drawn. As lit-

tle interpretation as possible was laid on the data. If a

relationship seemed "obvious," but was not explicity men-

-3-
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II. S. Cook Theories of action

tioned, or strongly implied by the context, it was not

included. One of the goals of the PDE method was. to make

explicit the theoretical linKs bftween vartables. There-

fore, if a theoretical link was not stated in fiirly direct

terms, it was Judged not to be part of the theory of action

as recorded.

n the PDE process, the PDE plans are updated on a regu-

lar basis. In order to study changes in the theories over

time, two PDE plans of each project were analyzed: the very

first one, and the last one available at the ti ,f the

analysis (the PDE plans are still undergoing updating and

revision as these projects operate). For most of the.pro-

jects, the first PDE plan was developed duri,pg an initial

planning conference held early in 1981. The last PDE plan,

from July, 1983, should reflect changes that occurred

thioughout the one.to, two years the projects had been oper-

ating, and should particularly reflect changes in the plans

resulting` from feedback and program development conferences

held in August of 1981 and 1982. In other words, the first

PDE plan is a result of the projects' first exposure to the

process, and in most cases, their first attempt at develop-,

ing a theory for their project. The last PDE plan contains

changes resulting from one,to two years of evaluator pres-

sure to focus on theory. Some idea of the projects' theo-

ries prior to any exposure to the PDE process may be found

in their origin:a grant proposals, but those thousands of

pages of text are generally not explicit about theory.

-4-
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Coento wcre r,aca: tot.al nurwer of.

coat; inc(. 19 the theory of action, -u=er c2

Larcct zhooretical ":inks" between varic.diec '1031:0:4 '07 the

theory, lae numaer oi2 "central" variablet, defined as yaria-

LA.er that were lir*cc, to three or more other variables, the

number of ig.irect nks between oolinquency and other varia-

bles, and the number of variables that preceeeed in any cau-,

sal cilain, either directly or indirectly, delinquency (i.e.,

the number of variables that could be construed as causes of

delinquencv within ehe theory).

Results

Table 1 gives the results of repeated measures analyses

of variance comparing the theories of action derived from

the first PDC plan with those derived from the most recent

plan. As can be seen, there was some increase in the total

number of variables contained in each theory: The increase

is not statistically significant, but the qumber of cases is

quite small. Better evidence for inceeased elaboiation of

the theories over time is shown by an increase in the number

of central variables, and in the number of direct links bet-

ween variables. A preliminary conclusion then, is that the

theories of action as recorded in the PDE plan became larger

over the course of the project. More variables, and links

between them were added. Yet, the most striking thing about

this analysis is the sheer number of variables in the theo-.

-5-
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ries. .The theories contain an .cveracjc of 45 variabl,:s L

the lest lin sheet, wIt!: a.rznco of 13 to 34 variables,

Part cf the reason for the larce size of the theories is

that the theories of action are not just theories of C.elin-

quency. They might more precisely be called theories justi-
%

fying alternative education, with some links to deinguency

specified. Thus, many of the variables :end causal chains

have little or rothieg to do with delinquency'per se. It is

hard to imagine many programs that coula thoroughly address

all of the th'ioretical variables the projects identified as

important.

Insert Table 1 about here

The number of direct theoretical links to delinquency and

the total number of variables causally prior to delinquency

can also be found in Table 1. Both the number of direct

links and the number of variables that can be construed as
.

causes of delinquency increased significantly. Over time,

more,variables in the theory werq stated to have a direct

link to delinquency and a greater total number c:: variables

were hypothesized as cap:: es of delinquency. This is a

potentially important finding. The projects were funded

with the specific intent of prevrting delinquency, and it

would appear that the PDE process* facilitated the projdcts'
.

fetus upon delinquency as an outcome variable of interest.

This conclusion is also supported 61, the ratio of delin-

-6-
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quehey vz.ria*le.r, to the total number of v4riables. In the
:. .

'first Let of PD.': plans, ilr. of thevyariables were related,

directly or incirectly to delinquency. In the most recent
I,

set of plans, 61`., were related to celinquency.
I

The last variable in Talae 1 is a ratio desisned to ass-

es's the 'complexity of the theories. How many direct links

to the av,..:age variable are there? The ratio of total links

to total variables indicates first that the complexity of
. _

, 1

the theorie,s increased only pightly,,and non-significantly

over tilne. ,nore important, the values of the ratio, 1.09

and 1.21, suggest that the theories are, in general, not-
.

highly interconnected. Although thete are many variables in

the theories, most are directly linked to only one otter ,.

vdriable.

0

Four of the projects, despite pressure from the sponsor

and ourselves, failed to elucidate a theory of delinquency

in the first PDE plan. These projects either did not feel

-they :Jere in the business of delinquency prevention., or the

plans failed to reflect the, theory that the project did

hold. Table 2 gives the results of analyses on the depen-

dent measures for only those 13 projects that spelled out a

theory of delinquency in both sets of PDE plans. This ana-

lysis was undertaken in order to assess 'low much change in

the importance of delinquency in the theories is simply the
4

result of successfully recording theories of delinquency

from all 17 projects in the most recent set of PDE plans.

-7-
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Tctal varlai.%thc,.c.,ntral varablus, an:: total iinkg, 1.ar-.
.

41101 the results if or the first analysis--these projects'
I ...

theories got larger. But they did not rain any more direct
..

intrs to delinouenc f. Althouqh there -is a trend toward an
$

increase in the number of variables that are causally prior

to delinquency, the size or the difference is {such smaller

than When we include -in the analysis projects that did not

elucidate a theory of delinquency in the first setl, of PDE
4

plans. The- ratio of delinquency. variables to total varia-
a

bles is much reduced in Table' 2, and is no longer signifi-

cant. These resqlts suggest that the.increase-in the impot-

tance of delinquency from time I to time 2 foupd in Table 1

is largely due to the four projects that did not elaborate

theories 3_ calinquency in the first PDE plan doing so by

the last plan. Por the majority of the projects, the

4

4

.

increase in size of the theories is mostly due to elabora-
,

tion of those parts of the theories that are not oirectly

,, linked to delinquency. Intermediate step. in the theories

were elaborated, but iew new direct causes of delinquency

were added, and in fact, the causes stated remaiued essen-

tially identical. Therefore, those projects that did con-

struct a theory of delinquency in their first ?DE ikan,'did

not modify in any important way their beliefs about what

causes delinquency .as recorded in the most recent plan.

t -8-
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The c:,c,nves the t!.00ries (:u success c the ir.,17

:;.ethce.) zay have core durinc e.evelorment of the :fitst

PDr. plan. Unfortunate,ly, an iuea,of the projects' theoTias,

"uncontaminatec" by us, is not reacii._-:v,-.11abla; P. thsor-.
.

. etical justific.ation for the program vas not required prklor_

to federal support. re do not believe that thediies of del-

inouency would have been clearly stated by the projects

without our intervention.

Discussion: Clinical Impressions,

The purpose of the first part of this paper t twofold:

'to document some ways in which theories of action change

over the lifeof a project, and to evaluate our success in

facilitating the developMent of theories of action. Simple

counts of the number of variables, tneii links, and their

links to delingudncy suggests that the theories tend to let

larger. As the pr6ject manacei worked with their theories,

thought.about them, and were encouraged to make them as spe- .

cific aspossible, they began to add variables. But the

project managers tended to elaborate those parts of the

theoties not directly related to dclin§uency. They elabo-

rated intermediQte steps. In the PDF method, projects iden-
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W.r.ectivcc hica zice-gtLe causal :..tat,n tn -e-

)2ct's t1:eory -,urt oocu: tor z!.c1 desircc, outde to

occur" (Gottfre-on et al., p. 1C) . T:Iey are those

outco7:et: th:.t the, rro3ecC is epo^teC to ocsi.;.n inter7cn-

tionn to address. In terNs this anelyzis, oinectivec

would cqnerally de chose caLlses directly linked to delin-

quency. treat cot e1aborated in the theories were the theor-

etical varia'oles prior to the objectives themselv:.s. For

cenample, lack of at4a0ment to school ::.ay have been prorosed

as a cause cf delinouencv. qot elaborated were thr,

fac%ors tha: effect attachment to scncol.

Since interventions ALI generally tarseted at the ob-jec-

tives, what appears to have been elaborated was the theoret-

ical underpinnings of the inteventions that the project wau

implementing. It is out impression that while we were suc-

cessful in getting the project to focus upon and verbalize a

theory of action, we were less Secessful in getting the

,projects to utilize their theory to guidetheir program.

The project Managers were very facile in developing theo-

ries foritheir project. They easily generated reasons for

why this for that should occur, and why they were doing wha-

tever they were doing. But the theories have an ad hoc

quality to, them. The theories larsly co-sist of lists Of

variables that have a single 11-x to some single intermedi-

ary variable, some of which, in turn, had a single link to

-10-
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delinquency. rhz appear to hove happened is that ratner

than genera tine: a program ircm a theory of delinc;uency, a

theory of 5,elinquney was generated from a program.

remember that the projects were involved in the PDE pro-
.

cess only after they had been funded to uh a particular

program, and in most cases, only after they had alreaoy

begun operating such a program. Project managers therefore

developed theories to correspond 1..0 those interventions that

they were already committed to implement. In some cases,

a these interventions may have been initially based on at

least a vague theoretical rationale. It is probable, how-
.

ever, that the typical project manager has some tools that

4

he wishes to apply. Mich as researchers sometimes become

enamored of a particular statistical procedure and attempt

to apply it everywhere, program managers have things that

they wish to do, and they.will find some way of doing them.

If need be, they can justify them "theoretically." These

pet interventions may be ones they have participated in

before, or that thdy heard were useful, or that they just

have a gut feeling should help youthk,Often, the interven-

tion just happens to be something they know how to do, or'is

politically acceptable in their local environment. Atten-

tionseems to be focused on doing zomethina about the prob-

lem, rather than doing something thoughtful about the prob-

lem.

14
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We did not succor,afully ir:.plement the PDE ..tetnod as

intended. A cic:ar application of the r-erhod would require a

thooreticZ1 analvis of the problem t:rior to c,esicjning inter-

ventions to address it. Circumstances ray have tendec to

reverse this process. Because interventions had already

been chosen, we probably helped the protects justify these

interventions. We hoped that, when necessary, the interven-

tions would change to match the theories (and in some cases,

did--the Charleston case is a (pod e::ample--see Gottfredson,

D. C., 15C3). But 'Alai. usually happened was that changes

occurred in the theories, not in the interventions.

What we have learned is this: Program managers can gen-

erate theories,, and do so readily. Over time, they will add

'causes and theoretical links that occur to them. What they

ii are not so inclined to do is change their program if it does

not match their theory, or only flows from relatively insig-

nificant parts of their theory. Commitment to a chosen

course of action is strong. Even in the face of evidence

that the...r programs did not work, or were having negative

effects, few real changes in programs. occurred. Although we

did have some successes in "tinkering" with programs, at the

bottom line we were usually unsuccessful in dissuading pro-

jects from doing theoretically irrelevant interventions, or

in persuading them to develop new, more relevant interven-

tions.
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In practice, protect manaers that have a prneram on

pdprtr (or already operatinc) are under severe con:Araintz to

continue with thc program as designee. Staff, with specific

duties and skills have been hired, materials have been

bought, approval has been acquired from the right persons,

funding has been received contingent upon doing a certain

procedure--all the groundwork has been laid. tanagers are

therefore politically and economically committed to a chosen

course of action. This produces a strong desire on the part

of the program manager to justify his or her program as it

is. When the project manager's theory of action results in

objectives that can not plausibly be achieved by the'pogram

as designed, the resultant dissonance is reduced by changing

the theory, not the program. Theories, like attitudes, are

much more amenable to cognitive modification than the behav-

iors that have preceeded then.

A Second difficulty we ran into in applying PDE was the

necessity of training staff in the midst of the application

of thc method. We were faced with the problem of convincing

field staff of the importance of theory, and training them

in how to facilitate its specification, concurrent with

their actual implementatior of the method. As in any appli-

cation of a consultation technique, the staff should be

highly trained before exposure to the field. Because the

evaluation of the projects was not funded until the projects

were underway, we were unable toiput people in the field

0
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sufficiently trainee: in the use of PDE, If the iielc staff

had had more e::perierce in theory-baced program develcpment,

they might have been more directive in helping the projects

deveop and sharpen their theories. As it was, some of the

fielc staff were content to merely record anything that cane

into the project managers' heads. The field staff often did

not'critically evaluate the theoretical statements, or

encourage the project managers to consider what their theo-

ries of action implied.

chat do the two identified problems--commitment to a cho-

sen course of action, and insufficiently trained staff--say

about Program Development Evaluation as a method for devel-

oping interventions targeted at the important causes of a

problem? First, they suggest that the theory building por-

tion of program development should proceed before the

groundwork for the program is laid. Theoretical decisions

should preceed intervention decisions. Like a large ship,

once a program is operating it develops an inertia that is

very difficult to deflect. Psychological, economic, and

political factors all converge to thwart changes from the

initial course of action. If theory is to be a genuine

guide for program development, than it must be used from the
ti

beginning'of the program planning process. It cannot easily

be invoked after the program has begun functioning.

-14-
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Second, otsanizational consultants that wish to use PEE

as a theory-based aFil:roach to program development should be

highly trained in its use, and personally committee to the

importance of theory as a guide for program desisn and modi-

fication. The general inclination of project managers to

de-emphasize theory can only be overcome through consistent,

forceful attention. The successful implementor of PDE must

be a strong advocate of the importance of theory, and have

the skills to guide its use.

Egrt LI: The Delinquency Theories

Hethod

The diagramned theories of action were used to assign

those parts of the theories that addressed delinquency to

theoretical categories. As was the case with the simple

counts of variables, as little interpretation as possible

was placed upon the theories. Every direct link to delin-

quency was assigned to a theoretical category. In addition/

"indirect" (more than one link) causes were taken into

account if they had a pervasive effect on the theory, or if

the clear intent of the theory as outlined was to posit some

variable as a clear, although mediated cause of delinquency.,

For example, several of the theories made explicit causal

connections between societal level variables such as poverty

and delinquency, although the direct link to delinquency

might lie through a lack of jobs and a need for money. The

Male,

-15-
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of the content analysis war; to as much as possible cap-

ture the "intent" of cao theory of action in expliininc, oel-

inquency. Obviously, I did more interpretation in this 1;cr-

tion of the analysis than in the counts of variables and the

links between them. This means that more judgement (and

personal biaL) ray be found in these eecisirms than in the

v,
previous ones. Pever,theless, the exercise is useful to the

extent that the coding process generally captures the spirit

of the action theories.

An attempt was made to limit the theoretical causes to as

small a number as possible. A literal assignment to a par-

ticular category was made if there was no indication that

the theory wished to subsume some explicit cause under some

higher order cause. On the other hand, if a set of proposi-

tions closely matched a more integrated notion, such as dif-

ferential. association theory (Sutherland, 1947) or social

control theory (Hirschi, 1969), the higher-order theoretical

cause was noted. Finally, a judgement was made as to the

"primary" cause of delinquency as found in the action

theory.

Categorization of the delinquency theories derived from

the first PDE plan substantially mirrored those from the

most recent PDE plan. Since the most recent plan contained

delinquency theories for all of the projects, results of

that assignment are presented In Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here

-16-
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result.; c.1.1c; ni,,cussi'on

'Me :Lost ztri;:inc t:ling al7,out Table 2 i tl:e eclecti=

shcwn bv the projects. The average rrojecti4 action theory

addressed 4.12 of the sixteen derived causal categories.

The vrojects, not cons...rainee. to follow any one t'articular

theoretical orientation, did not. According to the action

.4

theories, delinquency is a complex, multi-causal problem.

A second finding is a strong positive correlation between

the total number of variables in the theory and the number

of deliriquency categories to which that theory was assicned,

r=.65, p<.01. The more variables !1 a theory, the more

different causal categories of delinquency it addressee.

But one of the grounds by which scientific theories are

judged is parsimony--perhaps the most widely cited theory,

social control theory cHirschi, 3.965) contains but five

variables. Parsimony was certainly not a characteristic of

the action theories. Ti!) have already seen how large the

theories were. There were few attempts to integrate various

direct causes into overall explanatory or underlying varia-

bles.

Related to the above point is the concrete nature of

theories. The content analysis generated many more theories

of delinquency than one would find in a typical discussion

of scientific theories of delinquency. This was because of

%
the concrete nature of most of the theoretical causes given

-17-
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in t1 :c action theori::,c. rot ur.arentinc" 1-re-

1.10 :X.OSM'C'... ,,eneral tl:zoricz of calin-

quency. Parenting woul(', ,contribute 'at a lac!: of Locial con-

trol, or . :oulc be a source of deviant social learnine, and

-so fcett. DLit it is clear from several of the theories that

"bad parents make bad kids" in a sort of direct way, unmeei-

` ated by attachments to the social order or by complex learn-
,:

ing and reinforcement formulas. Similarly, academic

achievement, and bad peers, are often viewed as directly

causing delinquency, without any (stated or implied) nedia-

tional links.

. The concreteness' of the theories is probably due to at

least two factors. First, the program managers are practi-

cal people, not theorists. Their foremost concern is for

doing something about the problem, not for explaining it.

If peer relation% are judged to be the problem; then an

intervention is designed that might affect peer relations.

Little time is spent being concerned about why peer rela-

tions are problematical (or what that would imply about a

reasonable intervention). Secondly, the concreteness of the

*theories is'also part and parcel of the problem of generat-

ing theories to justify that which you have already decided

to do. If a project is attempting to do something about

peer relations, than there is a strong temptation to decide

that peer relations cause delinquency, especially wheA the

'project is being funded to prevent delinquency.
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At the same time, most of the proltects' theories

contained some version or another of standr.rc scientific

theories of delineuency. Social control theory, particu-

larly as outlined by Hirschi '(?969) is probably the mOst

empirically well supported theory of delinquency. Social

control theory holds that people are c3nstrained from

uncontrolled (delinquent) behavior because of bonds to con-

ventional society--they have "stakes in conformity." Five

of the projects' theories of action could essentially be

considered social control theories. Similarly, social ine-

%qualily/Mar%ist theories (Greenberg, lf,77) and social disor-

ganization (Shaw and McKay, 1969) have their scientific

counterparts, as do self-esteem (Kaplan, 1980: Gold, 197S),

and personality theories (Glueck and Glueck, 1950). Differ-

ential association theory (Sutherland, 1947) receives a num-

ber of votes, principally be-cause of the importance given to

positive or negative role models by many of the projects.

Most of the other theories of action can also be reasonably

subsumed under one or the other current scientific theories°. ,

This is, peOaps part of the problem we had. as program devel-

opment facilitators in working with the projects to develop

theories for their programs: there are so many "reasonable"

explanations for delinquency (both naive and scientific)

that virtually anything anyone might attempt to do about

delinquency -can be justified under one theory or another.

Whatever a project wzlted to do, some plausible theoretical

reason for it could 'usually be invo'ed.

- Paligtemow; =twig ......
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I

One i7prtant difference between the theories of act on

anc more ferr,:al theories is the practical theorists' intCr-

cst in "idle ti=e" theory. This is some version of the oh.

caw "Idle lianas are the devil's workshop," anci often

includes the notion t!zat high youth unemoloyment contributes

to 4elinquencv because it allovs youth to wander the screets

with notf:inc to do. Six of the seventeen theories had an

idle time component, and four of than were judgec to *'

10 tirOC! :...eerie:,. -,t.-; there 's little current

scientific support for idle,timeltheorx, and scant scien-

tific credibility attached to it. The usual explanation

offere:a by professional theorists is that delinquency, and

crime in general, just toes not take that much time to com-

mit. One cannot force youth to play supervised basketcall

(or work a job) for 24 hours e. day.2

k
Despite the beliefs of the scientific theorist, program

managers appear to !fie convinced of the importance of keep-

_ing youth busy to keep them out- of trouble. A recent

Nctleil-Leigher report (August 17, 1903) focused on community

efforts to combat youth crime and interviewed persons from

several V.S. cities that had delinquency prevention programs

1.

..-

2 Scientific delinquency theorists could justify athletic
programs to the extent that they gave youth 4 stake in con-
formity (getting in trouble would make you ineligible), or
raised self-esteem ("I'm the rest first baseman on the
block--I don't have to hot-wire cars to feel good about
myself"). Yet a direct causal relationship between having
nothing to do and criminal behavior is not contained in any
currently investigated scientifiC theory of delinquency.
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operated by r:olice deprtments. All areea that the

delinquency prc:Aem revolved around youth with nothirr: to

do. All were running proqrsms designed to.enc:acie youtl. in

"constructive" activities {usually orc,anized sports). The

first thing most police departments do when they want to

start a anti-delinquency project is .:Irganize a basketball

league. It is probable that this is a case where the scien-

tific and practial theotist can learn from one another.

Either a perv'asive myth exists about idle time resulting in

Jelinquency, or behavioral scientists have missed the boat.

It is tine for the scientific community to critically exa-

mine the idle time theory. Although common sense psychology

is not necessarily correct, it deserves careful attention.

Another difference between the theories of action and

formal.theories of delinquency is the lack of emphasis ti

the theories of action on labeling theory (Lemert, 1972).

Formal labeling theorists assume that labeling a youth del-

inquent results in a delinquenct self-conrt which leads to

"secondary deviance." Only one of the ;eventeen projects

offered labeling as a cause of delinquency. Several theory

ized that labeling might cause low self-esteem, or cause the

child to be delt with more harshly, but only one stated that

labeled children actually behave more disruptively as a

direct result of the labeling. This is an example of a

situation where the theofies of action may be more sophisti-

cated tha- the equiyalent social science theories (Hirschi,

1975; Robins, 1975).

-21-
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There were also no clear e::ampleas of social leaininc:

theory (c. f. ners et al., 1.' Causal theories tntt

cify how a behavior is learneo, tran:ipitted, anci 7aaintaineC

and reinforced threuc-h tine tiers beyond the level cf speci-

fication of the theories that weze developed.

An example of where the theories of action may be more

comprehensive than most current formal theories of aelin-

quency is in the area of maturation,' or pcycho-social devel-

opment. ?lost formal delinquency theories have been devel-

oped by sociologists, or psychologists interested in

specific personality variables. Developmental phenomena

have not received much attention. Yet, three of the theo-

ries of action devote significant attention to developmental

changes that may contribute to delinquency. Chances in

relation with pees and parents are emphasized, along with

notions about needs to assert independence and to try new

things. Escause age is a strong correlate of criminal

behavior, the formal theorist may have much to learn from

the practitioner.

Vhere the theories of action largely break down is in

their sheer size. A multitude of causal explanations are

offered; many refer to societal level causes about which the

,typical project can do little (racism, capitalism, community

disorcanizatioa, societal breakdown of the family unit).

Grandiose theories, flabby theories with lots of extraneous

-22_ 25
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variables, tneories that specify societal level inter-

ventions by 2 &mall c:roject, are rrobaUly ci linite

practical, utility. Cne of the goals Cr tte PDC proceas is

to venerate p:eoriec of action that 1-.roject managert can uce

to a%e day-to-day :Janagement Cecisicn& about their procram

and its component interventions. Pro3ect manager& that pos-

tulate a whole srab-bag of possible cat=ses for delinquency,

or attribute it to the historically racist and cl3ssist

American. Socio-economic system" may be right, but will have

a difficult time deciding wh;:t might be done about the prob-

lem within tie context of their program (unless their pro-
.

gram is really targeted at these major problems).

Z.Warasl.ra

Analysis of the theories of action of seventeen delin-

quency prevention program managers as contained in their POE

plans suggests the following conclusions:

1. Over the course of the project, the theories became

somewhat larger--they contained nonsignificantly more total

variables, and significantly more central variables and more

links between variables. .

2. Clore links to delinquency were found in the theories

over time, and more variables were linked directly or

rectly to delinquency, but this outcome was largely due to

projects that did not have theories of delinquency at tine 1

developing them by time 2.

-23-
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2. The theories, arthouoh farce, .6ere lcosely,Gonneete, .

/ with rost ve,ria'..aes oelnc linhec to ori:I ono cthoc variable.

4. xpalpion of rile theories iosulte(. fret. elaboration

of the Lnter'f:4.c.i.ite steps (the objectival) o: the theories.
4,-

a

5. ;:q co not as yet !mow 11..A: v.uch the PDE ;:recess faci-

litated th'eory develollhent as manifested in the very first

PDE plan; few theoretical statements were contained in the

project .isroposals.

7` 6. PrOram vanagers are facile at generating theories of
.4,

action, but the theoties of action seem to be developed in

response to the interventions the program manager is commit-
,

,

Mb

ted to implementirig. There is little evidence that theories

generated interventions, or that theories of action produced
k.

significant changes-in already-functioning interventions.

7. Program managers are much more apt to change their

theories than their programs if the programs have already

been specified or launched.

8. Our field staff were not sufficiently trained in the
4,

application of PDE; they were often unsuccessful in facili-

tating managers' specification and utilifation of theory.

9. Program managers' theories of action concerning del-

inquency are eclectic, and multi-causal.

NL-.........:A...
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1C. The number cf causes of delinquency specificc: crows

as the size cf the theory grows; little integration of con-

crete causes under general categories was evidenced.

11 cost theories of action were more concrete than typ-

ical scientific theories.

12. Vost of the theories of action contained causal

explanations that could be related to scientific theories.
V

13. Several theories of action hypothesized that idle

time was a significant cause of delinquency, contrary to

conventional scientific view.

14. Peither labeling theory nor social learning theory

were emPhasized as causes of delinquency by many of the

theories of action, despite their popularity in professional

ranks; psychological maturation was emphasized more than in

scientific theories of delinquency.

14. The sheer size (and s-ope) of the theories of action

make them difficult to translate into actual program inter-

ventions'.

Recommendations

1. The Program Development Evaluation method of program

development should be tested in a context in which theory

can be used to design the initial program interventions.
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Users of Mr, should reassess the practical possibili-

ties of substantially changing social crograLs using a

rational approach once the programs have been put in place

an6 are functicnins.

3. Implementors of Pin should be trine e::perienced

in its use. They should be personally committed to the

importance of theory as a guide to program development.

1

4. Program managers should be encouraged to focus pro-

gram development efforts on theories of gatign, i.e., imple-

mentable links to the problem to be ad.lressed. This should

be done in lieu of develcping grandiose theories that have

little contact with the day to day operation of the project.

5. Social and behavioral scientists should not dismiss

the naive theories of practitioners. Especially in the

fielc of delinquency, idle time theory 6eserves increased

attention, empirical rejection, or integration into current

theories of delinquency.

6. Psycho-social development warrents more attention in

social psychological theories of deliquency
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Table 1

Changes in Variables and Their Relationships,
Delinquency Prevention Program Managers'
Theories of Action, All Projects (n=17)

First Theory
M SD

Most Recent Theory
M SD 2

Total variables 36.18 21.50 45.12 20.98 .14
Central var4ables4 7.41 4.68 10.18 5.46 .05
Total links i 40.35 24.51 55.35 31.02 .08
DelinquencylOriablgs3 16.35 16.31 28.94 19.11 .01
Delinquency links 4.76 3.95 7.06 4.52 .02
Delinquency variables/

total variables
.41 .34 .61 .27 .02

Total links/total 1.09 .17 1.21 .37 .16
'variables

vb
1 Any variable linked to three or more other variables.
2Link: A hypothesized causal relationship between two variables.
3Variables linked directly or indirectly to delinquency.
4 Number of direct links between delinquency and other variables.



Table 2

Changes in Variables and Their Relationships,
Delinquency Prevention Program Managers' Theories of Action,

Projects with Theories in First PDE Plan (Nu13)

First Theory
M SD

Most-Recent Theory
M SD 2

Total variables 39.00- 17.26 47.08 - 21.91 .07
Central var4abler 7.46 3.57 9.23 5.23 .06
Total links, 44.15 20.94 52.31 25.54 .08
Delinquencylitriablce 21.31 15.54 28.69 19.19 .06
Delinquency links 6.23 3.30 7.38 4.72 .11
Delinquency variables/

total variables
.53 .30 .58 .28 .26

Total links/total
variables

1.11 .18 1.09 .15 .46

1Any variable linked to three or more other
2Link- A hypothesized causal relationship
3 *Variables linked directly or indirectly to
4Number of direct links between delinquency

variables.
between two variables.
delinquency.
and other variables.
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Table 3

Delinquency Penetration Program
Managers' Theories of Delinquency

te

..... .......... ...............

Project:

Project Number

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 $ 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total

...
Primary
total

Causal...cabana ,

academic achievement
Differential association
Disciplinary practices of

school

X P
P x

P 3
S
2

Idle time/uneaployment P P P P 6 4

Inequality/Marxism X P 3 2

Instrumental X X S 0

Labeling 1 0
Maturation 3 0

Parenting 4 0
Poets 6 1
Personality P 6 1
Self - esteem
Social control

X X
x . ? X PP

p
X p X P

4
12

1
S

Social disorganjeation X X x 4 0
Social learning 0 0
Subcultural
Substance abuse

X,
X X

3
2

0
0

Mjscrellanoous x- X x 3 0
Total mambos of variables

in theory
55 25 61 44 20 3$ 22

M --

55 66 63 71 13 31 62 2$ $4

........... m.

21.0.1sa.s0IDILA I
lviCompton-CACTD ?lata SarlemAlee 13-Nisi-ACS
26Pasadena-STATDO
3*Chicago-100
doChicago-ISTAIN

SmiPuerto Xico-OC
tmeharloston-PATSX
10vIouston,418

14vDew Jersey -SIC -S
15plymouth-hIP
161111waukoor-JVS

5iD6alamasoo-ARP 11Wirgin Islands-AXP 17St. Paul -Together
6 -South Bronx-PM 12akaymard-100

1
Indicates that this causal

of action.
Dot put in "Ni4mellarneous°

category vas judged to be of primary importance to that project's theory

or dropped because of its scientific theoretical importance.
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